
Performance that brings the audience to their feet

Intel® NUC

A home theater in 
the palm of your hand

The Shape That Fits the Future.
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SEE THAT? 
Powerful and vibrant visuals with Intel® HD  
Graphics 5500 and 4K display capabilities  
mean that you can have a big screen experience  
at home.  

Intel® NUC

A home theater in  
the palm of your hand

OUT OF THE BOX CONNECTIVITY
Built-in 802.11ac wireless for seamless  
streaming right out of the box.

ROOM FOR ALL YOUR MEDIA
Space for a 2.5" HDD with up to 2 TB of storage 
so you can store full-length movies and thousands 
of MP3s.

www.intel.com/NUC

HEAR THAT?  
7.1 surround sound delivers immersive sound  
for a true home theater experience.

2.5" DRIVE
SUPPORTREADY WHEN YOU ARE

Intel Ready Mode Technology continuously updates your system so you can 
stream the moment you want.  

CHANGE THE CHANNEL WITHOUT MOVING A FINGER
Well, you might have to move one finger. With consumer infrared  
capability, you can control your Intel NUC home theater the same  
way you control your television: from your couch.

INTEL® CORE™ i3 PROCESSOR 
Experience your movies smoothly and seamlessly with a suite of  
built-in visual enhancements—no extra hardware required.1

YOUR HOME THEATER SOLUTION
With the fifth generation Intel® Core™ i3 processor for a visually  
stunning experience, the Intel® NUC gives you the power you need  
to play, entertain and inspire right from your living room. Get the 
powerful capabilities of a complete desktop system packaged into  
4 small inches, including built-in WiFi, Bluetooth, and mini HDMI.* 
Experience eye-popping visuals and immersive 7.1 surround sound, 
all in a stylish Mini PC that can easily fit into any room.
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